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Abstract

 Resistive random access memory (ReRAM) properties in which the resistance of the insulating material drastically changes by voltage application have recently attracted much attention. In this work, molybdenum oxide prepared by thermal oxidation of Mo films was studied to investigate its potential as a material exhibiting ReRAM switching. The samples oxidized between 400 and 600 °C were composed of MoO$_3$ and were switchable. Current-to-voltage curves, which were measured in air at room temperature by using a Pt-Ir probe as the top electrode, indicated the yielding of both the monopolar and bipolar switching properties. The resistance on-off ratio was between 10 and $10^2$.
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1. Introduction

Resistive switching random access memory (ReRAM) has attracted much attention as a candidate for next generation memory due to its high density, fast response, low power consumption characteristics as well as for its non-volatility [1–3]. It has a simple capacitor structure of top electrode (TE)/switching layer/bottom electrode (BE), and its resistance changes by more than 10 times with voltage application. Many oxides have been used as the switching layer constituting the metal-oxide-metal (MOM) structure.

ReRAMs are classified into two categories. One of them is monopolar (also called unipolar or nonpolar), where the resistance switch (RS) occurs by voltage with a single polarity. Usually, oxides are initially in a high resistance state (HRS), so a forming process is needed to initialize ReRAMs, which is achieved by applying high voltage ($V_f$) to the MOM structure with appropriate current compliance. The film is then converted into a low resistance state (LRS). Afterward, voltage $V_r$ ($< V_f$) is applied to the film in LRS with no current limitation, and the state changes to HRS (reset process). Finally, HRS returns back to LRS by applying voltage $V_s$ ($V_r < V_s < V_l$) with current limitation (set process). The reproducible RS is achieved by repeating the set and reset processes. The second type is bipolar, where the alternation of the input voltage induces RS. The forming process requirements depend on the material.

To use the current test devices as real memories, it is necessary to clarify the switching mechanism. Therefore, huge amounts of research—mainly based on electric measurements—have been conducted, and a few models have been proposed [1–3]. There have also been trials, carried
out by means of \textit{in-situ} transmission electron microscopy, to observe the geometric and/or crystallographic change during the switching operation [4–7]. However, the details of the mechanism remain obscure. At the same time, much work and research is currently being carried out to speed up the integration of ReRAM devices [2], so if we look at the future, exploring materials that can be used in ReRAM applications is quite relevant. In addition to the Perovskite-type oxides [8], NiO [9] and TiO$_2$ [10], which are the most widely investigated oxides in the world, many oxides have recently been reported that show monopolar and/or bipolar ReRAM switching properties [11–21]. Our present investigation of molybdenum oxide is in this same research category.

Molybdenum trioxide (MoO$_3$) is the most stable molybdenum oxide and has been intensively investigated in the research fields of electrochromism, gas sensors, catalyses, etc. [22–24]. Some materials investigated in these research fields, such as TiO$_2$ and WO$_3$, are paid attention as materials also for ReRAMs. Because of similarity of the application fields, MoO$_3$ is expected to be applied as a ReRAM material. However, such reports are quite rare [21]. In this work, we fabricated thermally oxidized molybdenum oxide films prepared under several conditions and then investigated the ReRAM properties. The results clearly showed the coexistence of monopolar and bipolar switching. This demonstrates that molybdenum oxide is one of the candidates to be studied in terms of ReRAM development.

2. Experimental Details
All of the films used in this work were prepared on thermally oxidized Si (001) wafers by radio frequency (RF) magnetron sputtering at room temperature (RT), as shown in Fig. 1. First, a 100-nm-thick Pt film was deposited as a bottom electrode (BE) with a thin Ti adhesion layer. Next, a 100-nm-thick Mo film was deposited on the BE. The RF power was 100 W for Pt and Ti and 50 W for Mo. The distance of the target and the substrate was 95 mm. The sample was then thermally oxidized in air at 300–800 °C for 10 minutes using a muffle-type electric furnace. The formation of the polycrystalline oxides was studied by X-ray diffractometry using an ordinary diffratometer with a graphite monochrometer (XRD, \( \theta-2\theta \) method, Rigaku RINT 2200VK/PC) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Shimadzu ESCA-3400). The X-rays used were CuK\( \alpha \) (40 kV, 20 mA) and MgK\( \alpha \) (10 kV, 20 mA), respectively. The thickness profiles were measured after Ar\(^+\) (2 kV, 20 mA) sputtering processes. The surface morphology was investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using Hitachi S-4800 operated at 5 kV.

The ReRAM properties of the films were investigated using a Pt-Ir probe as a top electrode (TE) (Fig. 1). As a result, a simple metal (Pt-Ir TE)/oxide (MoO\(_3\))/metal (Pt BE) capacitor structure is obtained. The contact size was about \( \phi 10-\phi 20 \) \( \mu \)m. Measurements were performed using a Yokogawa GS610 source meter in air at RT (humidity: 20–45%). The voltage used in the following figures was the potential of the Pr-Ir probe against BE (when no special comment is made).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Oxidation of Mo films
While the sample oxidized at 300 °C showed no color change from the as-deposited film, those oxidized at temperatures between 400 and 600 °C exhibited interference colors (400 °C: dark goldenrod, 500 °C: violet, 600 °C: emerald green). In other words, adequate oxidation was achieved above 400 °C. The samples oxidized at 500 and 600 °C were somewhat whitish because of diffused reflection caused by the surface roughness due to the crystal growth of the oxide. The films at 700 and 800 °C were almost completely sublimated after oxidation for 10 minutes.

XRD patterns are presented in Fig. 2. To prevent any contribution from the Si (001) substrate, the measurements were performed with an offset \( \theta \) angle of 3.5°. Only the 110 peak of Mo (110\text{Mo}, indicated by gray circles) was recognized in both the as-deposited and 300 °C samples (Figs. 2a and b). At 400 °C, faint peaks corresponding to 200, 400, and 810 reflections of the orthorhombic MoO\(_3\) (full circles; JCPDS No. 5-508) were detected (Fig. 2c). By increasing the oxidation temperature to 500 °C, the 110\text{Mo} reflection was significantly weakened and the reflection peaks corresponding to MoO\(_3\) appeared clearly (Fig. 2d). At 600 °C, the sample was completely converted to MoO\(_3\) (Fig. 2e). Since 111\text{Pt} and 110\text{Mo} are very close to each other, only films without the Pt layer are presented in this figure. The films with the Pt layer that were used for electric measurements showed the same result.

XPS measurements were performed to determine the depth profile of the molybdenum oxide films. As shown in Fig. 3, where the platinum signal (light gray square) originates from the BE, the rising temperature increased the oxide layer thickness. At 300 °C, the oxygen signal (gray circle) is high only near the surface while the molybdenum signal (open circle) is high inside the film (Fig.
3a). The increase of the oxygen signal after 400 minutes of sputtering is due to the SiO₂ layer used as the substrate. In this case, only the surface region was oxidized. With oxidation at 400 °C, the thickness of the oxide layer increased (Fig. 3b). At 500 and 600 °C (Figs. 3c and d), the films seem to be almost completely oxidized, although the XRD pattern of the 500 °C sample contained a weak peak of metallic Mo. The samples at 700 and 800 °C did not show the Mo signal because the oxide was sublimated.

The corresponding surface morphology was investigated by SEM (Fig. 4). While the film surface was smooth at 300 °C (Fig. 4a), it became rougher at 400 °C when the oxidation at the surface was more fully complete (Fig. 4b). At the temperature where the films were almost fully oxidized, crystal growth of the oxide was clearly visible (Figs. 4c and d), which corresponds well to the XRD pattern (Figs. 3d and e).

To summarize the above results, the oxidation of the Mo films occurred at temperatures higher than 300 °C. We know that the obtained oxide was MoO₃, but details about the oxygen deficiency remain obscure. Since MoO₃ is volatile, the films were fatally sublimated at temperatures higher than 600 °C. These results are in agreement with earlier reports on the oxidation process of bulk Mo [25–27].

3.2 ReRAM switching property

Electric properties were measured using the samples oxidized at 400, 500, and 600 °C. The initial resistances of the films estimated using the average slope of the current-to-voltage (I-V) curve
between 0 and +1 V were summarized in Fig. 5. Raising the oxidation temperature, the resistance increased similarly to the result in an earlier report on NiO [28, 29]. This is thought to relate to the increments of the degree of oxidation and the oxide layer thickness at higher temperature.

By applying voltage with a current compliance to the film in the initial HRS, the resistance abruptly changed to LRS at a threshold voltage \( V_{\text{th}} \). After this procedure, the samples tended to show ReRAM switching properties while no switching was occasionally observed. In the former case, \( V_{\text{th}} \) correspond to the forming voltage \( V_f \). The \( V_{\text{th}} \) value of the sample oxidized at 400 °C was around 1.8 V, and RS was hard to be observed probably because the oxide layer was too thin for the measurement using the probe-type top electrode. By increasing the oxidation temperature to 500 °C, \( V_{\text{th}} \) was between 2 and 3 V. Coexistence of the monopolar and the bipolar switching was recognized within one sample as reported in earlier works on binary metal oxides [30–37], although the condition (e.g. current compliance value and maximum voltage to be applied) to realize RS with high probability is still obscure in detail. At 600 °C, \( V_{\text{th}} \) was further increased to the value larger than 3 V. In this case, the switching was unstable probably because of the higher power injection at large \( V_{\text{th}} \). In the following subsections, therefore, the sample oxidized at 500 °C is used for discussion, in which the ReRAM properties were most frequently observed among the three samples.

3.2.1 Monopolar switching

An example of monopolar switching is shown in Fig. 6. The \( I-V \) curve (Fig. 6a) showed
typical features, and the application of high voltage (between +1 to +2 V) with a current compliance changed HRS to LRS (set process). Subsequent low voltage application (between +0.5 to +1 V) without a current compliance converted LRS to HRS (reset process). A log-log plot of current and voltage is shown in Fig. 6b to determine the conduction type of LRS and HRS. The slope of the data for LRS was almost 1, indicating an ohmic conduction. This points to a filament type conduction, as has widely been assumed [1–3]. In contrast, the slope for HRS was 1.1 at lower voltage and 1.4 at higher voltage. This corresponds with an earlier report in which the authors suggested the weak space-charge-limited conduction [35]. Although the details are obscure, a similar phenomenon might have occurred in the present work. Endurance property is summarized in Fig. 6c. The resistance on-off ratio was 10–100, although the stability was not yet good enough.

2.2 Bipolar switching

Figure 7a shows a typical bipolar hysteresis of the 1st and the 2nd cycles from the initial state. By raising the voltage to about 3 V, the current abruptly increased (process 1, forming). The bipolar hysteresis of the Mo oxide requires a forming process. In process 2, reducing the voltage, the film showed a nonlinear feature, which is the HRS of the bipolar switching. By applying a negative voltage of about −0.7 V, the resistance decreased (process 3 with current increase). This is LRS. Afterward, the $I$-$V$ curve was linear (process 4). In the 2nd cycle, LRS (processes 5 and 8) and HRS (processes 6 and 7) were alternated. To check the influence of the voltage polarity, the measurement was started using a negative voltage as shown in Fig. 7b. No forming occurred down to −3 V.
the voltage was applied positively, the forming occurred at 2.7 V. When the TE was positively biased, the resistance changed from LRS to HRS, and vice versa. This feature corresponds to that of a TE(Pt)/TiO₂/TiO₂₋ₓ/BE(Pt) stacking device [33]. In the present work, the oxide surface was exposed to air. The surface seemed to be more highly oxidized than the inner part of the film, and thus the ReRAM structure was expected to be TE(Pt-Ir)/MoO₃/MoO₃₋ₓ/BE(Pt), which is the same structure as the one in ref. 12. In the forming process corresponding to Fig. 7b, the application to –4V changed the initial HRS to LRS. However, the resistance remained in LRS by applying the positive voltage, and no bipolar switching was realized. Repeated I-V cycles are shown in Fig. 8a, and sequential change of resistance was seen as shown in Fig. 7. An interesting point is the existence of a dip in the positive bias region (between processes 1 and 2). When this dip appeared, the hysteresis cycles tended to be stable. We carefully re-examined other reports and found that such dips have occasionally been seen [e.g., 17, 31]. The endurance property is shown in Fig. 8. A resistance on-off ratio of about 10 was achieved though a misreading occurred at cycle 23. As shown in Fig. 9, process 5 (LRS) and process 6 (HRS) in Fig. 7a were analyzed to check the conduction type. The LRS log-log plot showed a linear relation with a slope of 1 (Fig. 9a). This is an ohmic conduction, as in the LRS of the monopolar switching. In contrast, the curve of HRS is quite bent. On the basis of discussions in earlier works [38], we considered the Poole-Frenkel effect [39], which follows the following equation:

\[
J \propto E \exp \left( \frac{-q \phi_B - \sqrt{qE/e}}{k_B T} \right), \quad (1)
\]
where $J$ is the current density, $E$ the electric field, $q$ the elementary charge, $\phi_B$ the voltage barrier, $\varepsilon$ the dynamic permittivity, $k_B$ Boltzmann's constant, and $T$ the temperature. A corresponding graph is shown in Fig. 9b where the current $I$ and the voltage $V$ were used instead of $J$ and $E$. The graph was linear with a slope of 1. The conduction of HRS can be described by the Pool-Frenkel type hopping conduction probably caused by defects such as oxygen-deficient sites while the Shottky effect which gives the similar relation must also be considered.

### 4. Summary and Conclusion

The ReRAM properties of thermally oxidized molybdenum oxide films were investigated through $I$-$V$ measurements. The 100-nm-thick Mo film was almost completely converted to an orthorhombic MoO$_3$ structure by oxidation in air at 500 and 600 °C for 10 minutes. The samples oxidizes at 500 °C exhibited both monopolar and bipolar switching properties. A part of the Mo layer of this sample remained without oxidation as recognized in Fig. 2d. This means the layer stacking was Pt-Ir/MoO$_3$/Mo instead of Pt-Ir/MoO$_3$/Pt. Although the details are obscure, this stacking structure may have a possibility to realize the coexistence. The coexistence of these properties have also been reported in other binary oxides [32, 33, 35, 38]. The molybdenum oxide is thought to be a promising candidate for study in the field of ReRAM research. At present, the reproducibility and stability of the ReRAM switching are not good enough, probably because the measurement system used a probe-type TE. Studies using well established TE/MoO$_3$/BE devices will be required to discuss about the problems in the future.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1  Schematic drawing of the MoO$_x$ ReRAM film and the measurement system.

Fig. 2  XRD patterns of Mo films oxidized at various temperatures. (a) as-deposited state and oxidized at (b) 300 °C, (c) 400 °C, (d) 500 °C, and (e) 600 °C. The peak marked by a gray circle is the 110 reflection of metallic Mo. The full circles denote faint MoO$_3$ peaks (200, 400, and 810 reflections).

Fig. 3  XPS depth profiles of films oxidized at (a) 300 °C, (b) 400 °C, (c) 500 °C, and (d) 600 °C. The open and gray circles are signals of Mo and O, respectively, while the light-gray squares correspond to Pt.

Fig. 4  SEM images of films oxidized at (a) 300 °C, (b) 400 °C, (c) 500 °C, and (d) 600 °C. The film surface became rough due to crystal growth of MoO$_3$, especially above 500 °C.

Fig. 5  Initial resistance as a function of oxidation temperature. Data measured at different positions of the samples are summarized. Two samples were tested for each oxidation condition.

Fig. 6  Monopolar switching properties (sample oxidized at 500 °C for 10 min). (a) $I-V$ curve
showing set and reset processes. (b) The log-log plot of the voltage and the current during the set process where the numbers denote the sequence of voltage application. (c) The endurance property where the resistance was estimated at 0.1 V by using the $I$-$V$ curve.

**Fig. 7** $I$-$V$ curves showing the bipolar switching (sample oxidized at 500 °C for 10 min), which are the 1st (open circles) and the 2nd (small full circles) cycles from the initial state. The numbers in each figure denote the sequence of the voltage application. The first application of voltage was performed (a) positively and (b) negatively to the Pt-Ir probe.

**Fig. 8** Bipolar switching properties (sample oxidized at 500 °C for 10 min). (a) Continuous $I$-$V$ curves. (b) The endurance property where the resistance was estimated at ± 0.1 V by using the $I$-$V$ curve.

**Fig. 9** The relation between the voltage and the current of (a) LRS and (b) HRS, which correspond to process 5 and process 6 of Fig. 7a, respectively.
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(a) Current (mA) vs. Voltage (V) for cycles 24-31 at 500 °C, 10 min. Current Comp. = 5 mA.

(b) Resistance (Ω) vs. Cycle Number for 500 °C, 3 min at 0.1 or -0.1 V.
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